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Xante Battaglia
Xante Battaglia is an Italian painter and sculptor born in Gioia
Tauro in 1943. He is one of the most important international living
artists, his “veiled” are as famous as Fontana's cuts, Christo's pac-
kaging, Warhol's Marylin and the illustrative languages of Ha-
ring..
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A QUESTION TO BLUB 
L'ARTE CAN SWIM

WHEN WAS THE IDEA OF COMBINING ICONS FROM
THE PAST AND TODAY'S STREET ART BORN?

In the autumn of 2013, after returning from a holiday in
Cadaques, a village on the Costa Brava, a motorbike
loved by Salvador Dalì, where for the first time I painted
a boy with a diving mask on a utility door on the street,
as if protruding from a He portholes.
Back in Florence it came spontaneous to continue this
idea through the streets of my city, streets that still
exude that Renaissance air that suggested me to put the
diving mask on our Renaissance artistic characters, as if
to revive them right on the same streets where they wal-
ked 500 years ago.
In this context the name Blub was born, Art knows how
to swim.
I am a painter who accidentally became a street artist, I
am looking for an aesthetic sense of beauty and value
that emanate the characters I choose to represent, in ad-
dition to the choice of their location on the street.

MUSASHI ATSUHIKO
Work: Surface of Reflection 19-May
Dimensions: 62X34cm
Year: 2019
Technique: Oil, Acrylic, Gold Leaf
Support: Casted Paper

The paintings represent landscapes con-
taining images of plants and animal epi-
dermis. Gold, silver and copper foils are
incorporated, elements familiar to Japa-
nese paper (washi).
In collaboration with:
www.artiservices0315.com

Tr ibute  to  H i tchcock
Work by Alessandra Politi Pagnoni

Hitchcock is a genius who has never given up ex-
perimenting, risking and putting himself on the
line by facing the powers of Hollywood. He made
his life out of suspanse, if he lived it self-produ-
cing "Psycho”, against everyone's will, which then
turned out to be his greatest success. 

Art & Investments
Is a Worldwide platform which, in collaboration with Gal-
leries and Curators, offers works by Italian and internatio-
nal, emerging and historicized artists and photographers.
WWW.ARTANDINVESTMENTS.COM

The person behind the artist:

who is Steve Magnani

At seven he was approached by Sister
Giannina, his primary school teacher.
He approached him, took him by the
hand and speaking in a low voice remin-
ded him of such a contest in which he
had participated a few weeks before, in
which a drawing was presented.

Steve Magnani I had won his first prize,
a fairly important prize: it was the silver
ambrogin of the city of Milan, a silver
medal with a diploma that still remains
framed in the house from which he is
writing.

Steve is a cartoonist who made irony and
sarcasm a strong point, which materiali-
zed by creating one character in particu-
lar: MR Kill.
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Giovanni Gastel
"La Gastel"
"The Gastel? Who the fuck is this Gastel?"  
You told me that the cover would have taken Oliviero (Toscani, ed)
Gastel is not! "
Early 80s, Here's how the photographer Gianfranco Ferré's Assistant welcomed
him for his first fashion cover, everything starts here ...
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Sofonisba Anguissola
Was born in Cremona in 1512, older than three sisters
who are also painters known primarily as a portrait pain-
ter.
Bernardino Campi's pupil whose style brings back to the
typical mannerism in Northern Italy, she spends her
youth in her hometown.
Among the most important figures of artistic life in the
Italian courts, thanks to her competence literal and mu-
sical, she sees her talent supported by Michelangelo Buo-
narrotti.
Among the works, AUTORITRATTO, dated 1556/1557, oil
on canvas, preserved in Naples at the National Gallery
Museum of Capo di Monte.
It portrays with a simple, classic dress held at home in
the act of playing an instrument, posing typical of women
of high cultural depth.
Curated by Mara Cozzoli
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Sara Cappellini Maggiore
Soprano 
Dress of Elisabetta Garinei
Work behind Alfredo Sasso

... When I sing I feel a rainbow of emotions and sensations, sometimes
I feel outside my body, I don't know why...I try to "feel" the breath and
warmth of who is sharing that moment with me, and to transform the
energy given to me into a universal language hoping to give moments
of exciting, true, unique...

Exit pop art
AWe asked Angelo Crespi what pop

art is

Pop art is anything but "popular" in the sense of "for the people" or
"that enhances the sentiment of the people", if anything under the
apparent simplicity of figuration - be careful never to say to a pop
artist who is figurative - there is a hidden art indicates that in the
disengagement it is believed committed and that, wanting to criti-
cize mass society and consumption on the principle of the Sixties,
in reality it embraced the industrial system, industrializing its pro-
ducts in the form of multiples, see Warhol who wants to be rich as
the rich who buy his works, an art inspired by advertising by idea-
lizing their logos, by cinema by idealizing their myths, by comics,
see Roy Lichtenstein whose famous trait resists, updated, in Fran-
cesca Borroni's latest works.

What is Photography for Elisabetta Valentini

Ou ask me what photography is a complex question to which I try to give
the simplest answer photography is writing with light.
Then you ask me what photography is for me.
And I take up the challenge and commit myself to give you a deep and sin-
cere answer, but above all

simple: photography is joy for me..

Perimetro  
With the gaze of some of the most talen-
ted photographers of our generation, they
tell Milan.
Perimetro is an imaginary design.
The space that encompasses our interests, the
people who feed them, the episodes and the
news that are born continuously. Our commu-
nity and everything that gravitates around it. A
story that we decided to tell in a different way;
by means of the image.
Team Perimetro

www.perimetro.eu
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MASSIMO BONELLI SPEAKS ABOUT...
The Germans Kraftwerk (Power Station) repre-
sented an important musical phenomenon bet-
ween the mid-70s and 80s. Successful albums
such as Autobhan, Radioactivity and Trans Eu-
rope Express were the innovative example of
electronic, hypnotic music from Germany. There
is not much correspondence to the beginning of
cosmic music or what is called krautrock. Their
genre remained unique.
The band is still active, they are human robots,
so they don't grow old.
Massimo Bonelli
(In the photo from the left me and two members
of the Kraftwerk)

A question to  
MARCO BARONE E VINCENZO PROFETA

Introduction by Chris Gangitano (independent curator and cul-
tural agitator, Comunicarearte ass. Atelier Spazio Xpò) on what
is "Saccardi Laboratory, before the double question to Vincenzo
Profeta and Marco Barone, Duo Palermitano, who in the World
of Art and on the World of 'Arte have a lot to say:
Laboratorio Saccardi, the historic group from Palermo (now a
duo, formed by Marco Barone and Vincenzo Profeta) has been
able to unhinge, with irony, irreverence, freedom and open-min-
dedness, the rules and forms of painting and neo-pop style, in
the form of an art brut “conscious”.
Active with site specific installations and works of public art,
exhibitions, debates on art and philosophy, trolls on social media
are today one of the most critical and creative Italian realities of
the contemporary art scene in Italy.
C. G.
How important is communication on social networks
today?

Vincenzo Profeta 
It mattered a lot, but it was all overrated, a free art, there can no
longer be in a network like the canonical internet, so these sy-
stems that previously seemed apparently free, will no longer be
suitable for the freedom of expression that visual art must have.

Marco Leone 
It depends on the followers you have... The Internet is a hardisk,
a very useful archive in many aspects, but to make it work and
make us Money, you have to spend and activate effective mar-
keting techniques that in turn have a cost... in Italy the Media the
TV is still more powerful... if you pass the TV on pure social back-
grounds.,, without spending a penny... TV could be an excellent
solution for the economy of Italian art... but the programs are
very few and superficial... they do not deal with the real but with
the romantic of art... that is, the famous dead Picasso Ligabue
ect... because there is still this fashion that the artist must die to
be recognized... if the TV changes this canon... that I know by ma-
king auctions live documentaries services dedicated to the living
... it would be a breath of air for many artists for the system...
and enough with sti writers and comics just can't take it any-
more, we already have seen on tv these things...

Secret Art Society
Claudio Cecconi also known as Seth Morley is
a London-based Videomaker artist and Art
curator.
Founder of Secret Art Ltd. and of the exhibi-
tion project in private spaces called Secret Art
Show.
Secret Art Ltd. is responsible for promoting
and representing emerging contemporary ar-
tists from all over the world.

Secret Art is based in London with a sho-
wroom in West London at Apartment Art Gal-
lery London and exhibits in galleries, private
spaces and art fairs in the UK, Italy and Eu-
rope.

Against History of Contemporary Art, the new
book on the thought of Maestro Xante Battaglia
Exhibited by the art critic Giosuè Allegrini, published by the Campanotto publishing
house..

... Against the history of contemporary art, an incisive title for a book that introduces itself
into history as a new motto; against history of the present time, and all the stories they have
told us. Xante Battaglia, a name that resounds in history, as a forerunner, as a protester who
opposes the ruthless system of consumption and market speculation that also affects con-
temporary art...

by Paola Fiorido in collaborazione con www.satisfiction.eu
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iHeathens
-A Twenty-
one Pilots chronicle
Proponents of a diffe-

rent genre, made of phi-

losophy and psychology

read between the lines, of sound mixed very well

between hard rock and rap.

Margherita Giacovelli. 

www.thewebcoffee.net

Who says it is difficu to live
wi an tist, I respond,
you must not live wi, 
but dream wi him. 

“IF YOU LOVE ITALY KEEP THE DISTANCE -PANDEMIA
2020.
100 x 100cm, acrylic + collage paper. Corriere della Sera.i


